CHAPTER 14: TERMS FROM SPORTS AND GAMES

Terms from Sports and Games (Chapter 14)

1. Examples of terms derived from sports and games

   a. marathon (Phidippides, 490 B.C.)

   b. forfeit

   c. jeopardy

   d. arena

2. Examples from book (pp. 231-233)

   a. check
   b. desultory
   c. haggard
   d. lure/allure
   e. full tilt
   f. get wind of
   g. at fault
   h. in full cry
   i. pitfall
   j. bias
   k. there's the rub
   l. fluke
   m. bandy
   n. hazard
   o. fourflusher
   p. bunco
   q. crestfallen
   r. dark horse